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SECTION 8.
DESIGN GUIDELINES

8.1 INTRODUCTION

On a sunny morning in the fall of 1882, George 

Chaff ey stands on a mesa between the fl oodwa-

ter washes of Cucamonga Canyon to the east 

and San Antonio Canyon on the west, gazing 

at the country directly in front of him lying at 

the foot of snow-capped Old Baldy, beneath the 

Sierra Madre Mountain Range.  Having little 

capital, George would rely on his powers of lead-

ership and vision and, at that moment, would 

throw his heart and soul into the new coloniz-

ing movement sweeping Southern California. 

With help of his brother William and sur-

veyor J. C. Dunlap, he would purchase 6,218 

acres and design what would become the “City 

of Ontario,” named after his former home in 

Ontario, Canada. His vision of a model colony 

featured the fi rst reclamation irrigation system, 

abundant electricity power and a beautiful park-

way that captured the imagination and interest 

of people throughout the world. His vision was 

one of hope for a great community. “Esperanza,” 

which means “hope” in Spanish and accurate-

ly describes the original vision intended for the 

“new” Ontario.

Ontario is a thriving city today, although the 

orchards and packing houses have since given 

way to new landmarks such as Ontario Mills, 

Ontario Convention Center and Ontario 

International Airport. Hundreds of new busi-

nesses have discovered that Ontario is “Th e 

Gateway” to Southern California, conveniently 

located 35 miles east of Los Angeles, and easily 

accessible to I-10, I-15 and I-60 freeways.

Ontario spans nearly 28,000 square miles, 

with a population of over 168,000, and is one 

of Southern California’s fastest growing cities. 

Ontario’s sun-belt mild weather and 312 days of 

sunshine, allows you to enjoy the many parks as 

well as the nearby mountains, beaches, and des-

erts. Th e world-class Empire Lakes Golf Course, 

designed by Arnold Palmer, will challenge the 

avid golfer. Th e wine afi cionados will love sam-

pling California’s fi nest at Galleano Winery, 

Joseph Filippi Winery, and Vineyards. 

8.2 DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR 
ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER

Architectural design should provide for high 
quality neighborhoods.

• Residential project design should consider 

the total context of the site with the incorpo-

ration of appropriate scale and proportions of 

building massing and details.

• Th e use of transitional spaces between 

common and private areas such as entry 

courtyards, private patios, low walls, and 

porches is encouraged.

• Th e variation of both front and rear build-

ing setbacks should be implemented to create 

visual variety.

• Th e variation of garage placement on adja-

cent lots is encouraged to provide a more di-

verse street scene.

• Residential structures should be varied in 

massing and articulation to provide visual 

interest.
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Neighborhoods should be sustained over time.

• Architectural design themes should refl ect 

historic Southern California styles.

• Th e use of natural indigenous building mate-

rials and colors is encouraged.

• Structures should incorporate genuine archi-

tectural details and decorative features.

• Architectural design should relate to 

human scale.

• Th e location of doors and windows should 

consider indoor/outdoor relationships to 

create intimate and secure spaces.

• Architectural designs should create a co-

hesive community without dominating the 

overall street scene.

Building design should be sensitive to climatic 
conditions and context.

• Building elevations should consider sun 

orientation by including shaded and 

sheltered areas.

• Variation of architectural designs should in-

clude methods of protection from inclement 

weather.

• Residential structures should be compatible 

with, and responsive to, the environmental 

setting.

• Building designs should incorporate spaces 

that encourage outdoor use to take advantage 

of temperate climatic conditions.

Architectural design should incorporate 
materials and techniques that are cost eff ective.

• Th e use of building materials should refl ect 

the implementation of effi  cient construction 

methods.

• Building elevations should include compati-

ble window and doors sizes that create a con-

sistent design theme.

• Construction techniques should incorpo-

rate the use of standard components and 

dimensions.

Varied fl oor plans and elevations in single-family 

detached residential architectural packages 

should be incorporated as follows:

Reverse elevations and fl oor plans are considered 

as a separate elevation and fl oor plan.  Reverse 

fl oor plans and elevations are considered as a 

separate fl oor plan and/or elevation for purposes 

of implementing the table below.

Number of  
Dwelling 

Units

Number of Diff ering Floor 
Plans and Elevations

5-10
As required by Planning 
Commission

11-25 2

26-50 3

51-75 3

76-100 4

Over 100
4; +1 additional fl oor plan with 4 
elevations for each additional 50 
units exceeding 100
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that represent the authentic character of that 

particular style.

Together the styles should be designed to create 

a neighborhood character that will be sustain-

able over time. Each home should contribute to 

the architectural character of the neighborhood. 

Design elements such as porches, recessed win-

dows, architectural details and accents, alternate 

garage confi gurations / orientations, covered bal-

conies, and articulated elevations are encouraged 

to enhance individual homes and to promote the 

overall neighborhood character.

8.3.1 Residential Design Objectives

• Interpret architectural styles that are authen-

tic and refl ect the historical character of the 

region.

• Emphasize styles of architecture that are 

compatible, yet vary enough to create interest 

and diversity.

• Create visually interesting neighborhood 

streets by varying elevation and fl oor plan 

plotting.

• Utilize authentic materials and colors that re-

inforce the overall design theme.

Diversity is a fundamental guiding principle at 

Esperanza. Th is ensures that  neighborhoods are 

varied and that blanket uniformity is avoided.

Builders are required to produce a minimum 

of two styles for a 3-plan design program, and 

three styles for a 4-plan or more design program.

8.3 ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT

Th e original model colony of Ontario has a rich 

agricultural legacy of farming including citrus 

orchards, grape vineyards and alfalfa fi elds. 

Typical of Southern California farming com-

munities, Ontario has a variety of tradition-

al architectural styles. Western European and 

East Coast architectural details and forms were 

incorporated into the farm houses and local 

styles evolved from Country French and Tuscan 

styles and new interpretations of Monterey, 

Traditional, Craftsman and Ranch styles were 

erected. Architectural styles, elements and mass-

ing were reinvented utilizing available indig-

enous building materials. Plan designs and el-

ements such as window sizes and proportions 

were modifi ed to address local climatic condi-

tions which were warmer and drier. Materials 

were plaster, stucco and siding with brick, stone 

or other masonry accent materials. Th e sunny 

Southern California climate allowed year round 

use of outdoor spaces and inspired covered 

porches and balconies.

Southern California was also infl uenced by 

Spanish architectural styles brought to the 

region by Spanish settlers and missionaries. 

Th ese homes were well suited for the temperate 

climate of Southern California. Th e architectural 

theme for Esperanza is based upon these histori-

cal styles found in Ontario and the architectural 

styles have been selected in order to be refl ective 

of older neighborhoods of historic Ontario.

Each architectural style outlined in these 

guidelines should be detailed with elements 
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• Emphasize front elevations that relate 

strongly to the street and contribute to the 

livability of that realm.

• Provide alternative garage confi gurations.

Th e Esperanza Design Guidelines are to be 

used as a tool to ensure the character and design 

quality anticipated for the Community. Th e 

Guidelines express objectives and approach-

es rather than formulas and standards, allowing 

certain architectural creativity and fl exibility. Th e 

images and sketches illustrated in the Guidelines 

are intended to be conceptual in nature and 

are to be used as general visual aids in under-

standing the basic architectural design intent of 

Esperanza. Th ey are not meant to depict specifi c 

fl oor plans or architectural elevations.

Th ese Guidelines are organized into the follow-

ing sections:

• Architectural Styles

• Massing Principles

• Materials & Detailing

• Home Types

• Landscape Design

8.3.2 Architectural Styles

Th e architectural character within each neigh-

borhood shall consist of complementary tra-

ditional architectural styles. Th e materials and 

colors of these home styles shall complement the 

overall neighborhood design.

Architectural styles within each neighborhood 

and product area within each neighborhood 

should be compatible with one another and 

blend with the character of each neighborhood.

Within cluster court style residential products, 

a consistent architectural style shall be used 

throughout the individual cluster. 

Acceptable architectural styles within Esperanza 

include:

• Country French

• Tuscany

• Monterey

• Spanish Colonial

• Craftsman

• Traditional

• Western Ranch

Th e styles selected share similar design attributes 

and have been selected in response to the fol-

lowing considerations:

• Th ey have a historic relevance to the region.

• Th ey are compatible and complementary.

• Th ey can be interpreted in a variety of ways.

• Th ey are generally accepted by the market.

• Th ey can be constructed using current build-

ing materials and methods.

Note:  Additional styles proposed by the homebuilder 
must be submitted to, and approved by, the City of 
Ontario. Builders may submit home designs using 
alternative architectural styles that meet the design 
objectives of the specifi c plan, provided they are 
appropriate to the region and compatible with the 
character of Esperanza.

8.3.2.1 Country French

History and Character: 

French Country architectural style is based 

upon early American interpretations of French 

Medieval architecture that made their way across 

the United States from the Mississippi regions 

around the turn of the century. Usually taking 

the form of larger manor homes and estates, 

this architectural style was adapted to fi t smaller 

rural homes. Th e French Country style conveys a 

romantic and picturesque architecture. American 

interpretations include houses with simple forms 

with steeply-pitched roofs.
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Massing:

• Simple massing with asymmetrical forms and 

gable roofs.

General Materials:

• Stucco fi nished walls.

• Deep recessed accents.

• Vertical windows.

• Simple detailing.

• Stucco or masonry chimneys.

• Decorative chimney caps.

• Carriage garage doors or roll-up doors with 

a variety of panel patterns to refl ect architec-

tural style.

Roof Materials and Forms:

• Small dormers.

• Steep roof forms with multiple pitches.

• Gable roof forms, accented with fl ared roof 

treatments.

• Large, simple roof planes.

• Gable end venting in various styles.

• Roofl ines may extend below window.

• Extended roof overhangs.

• Flat concrete tile to simulate slate materials.

• Round silo type towers.

Detail Elements:

• Decorative shutters.

• Wood balcony railings.

• Deep recessed windows.

• Multi-paned windows.

• Quoin at corners, windows or doors.

8.3.2.2 Tuscany

History and Character:

Tuscan-inspired homes began appearing at the 

turn of the 20th Century in Southern California 

as an interpretation of the picturesque move-

ment in art where the architecture was less for-

malized and more responsive to the natural envi-

rons. Arranged building forms of predominantly 

stucco and stone with tile roofs refl ecting the ar-

chitectural styles of Northern Italy took root in 

informal plan arrangements and massing.

Massing:

• Simple massing with assembled forms and 

varied roof forms.

General Materials:

• Stucco fi nished walls and columns.

• Large, simple roof planes.

• Extended roof overhangs.

• Wood posts or masonry columns.

• Simple stucco chimneys.

• Decorative columns accents.

• Simple wrought iron, metal railings 

and details.

• Shutters as occasional accent.

• Deep recessed openings.

• Covered patios /porches.

Roof Materials and Forms:

• Tile hipped roofs.

• Low-pitched roofs.

• Stucco eave details or wood corbeled rafter 

tails.

• Gable end roof vents with decorative stucco 

accents.

• Gables and appropriate hip roofs.

• Shallow sloped, concrete ‘S’ tile roofs.
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Detail Elements:

• Barrel/S-Tile roof.

• Varied stucco fi nish.

• Shallow pitch roof.

• Exposed rafter tails.

• Arched openings.

• Recessed windows

• Wrought iron accents below windows.

• Vertical proportioned or arched windows.

• Balconies opened or roofed.

• Decorative brackets below roof overhangs.

8.3.2.3 Monterey

History and Character:

Th e Monterey style is a combination of Spanish 

construction methods and the basic two-story 

Eastern Colonial house. Th e wooden second 

story enabled single story Spanish Adobe 

homes to be developed as two story homes. 

Cantilevered balcony elements defi ned the front 

of the house which originally used adobe wall 

construction. Exposed rafters, gable or hipped 

roof, simple wood posts and side chimneys that 

anchor one end of the house, accompany the 

balcony as Monterey design elements.

Massing:

• Simple, straightforward rectangular or “L” 

shaped building forms.

• Cantilevered balcony and covered 

colonnades.

General Materials:

• Stucco on fi rst level.

• Siding on second fl oor.

• Use of brick or stone on fi rst level.

• Shutter accents.

• Wood or stucco trim.

• Brick and siding used to accent stucco forms.

Roof Materials and Forms:

• Flat concrete tile.

• Simple forms with low pitch.

• Gable forms are predominant. (Long 

gable roof )

• Tight rake ends.

• Extended eaves with exposed rafter tails.

Detail Elements:

• Wood balcony railing.

• Recessed windows, single hung.

• Wood corbels.

• Accent shutters.

• Cantilevered second fl oor porch.
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8.3.2.4 Spanish Colonial

History and Character:

Spanish Colonial homes are an adaptation of the 

Mission Revival style, refl ecting features such as 

strong form and mass, plain wall surfaces, and 

tile roofs. Th e Spanish Colonial style is often 

characterized by a semi-formal plan arrange-

ment such as a courtyard design.

Massing:

• Simple massing and forms and varied roof 

forms

General Materials:

• Stucco fi nished walls.

• Wood / stucco columns.

• Decorative stucco chimneys.

• Round arches.

• Decorative columns and trim.

• Ornate wrought iron railing and accents.

• Wood shutter accents.

• Th ick walls.

• Deep recessed openings.

• Stucco or tile details at gable ends.

Roof Materials and Forms:

• Low-pitched roofs, with minimal overhang.

• Tight rake ends.

• Extended eaves with exposed rafter tails.

• Gables and hip roofs typical.

• Shallow sloped, concrete ‘S’ tile roofs.

Detail Elements:

• S-Tile roof.

• Arched window/door openings.

• Recessed window.

• Ornamental wrought iron details.

• Vertical proportioned windows.

• Wrought iron window. Grilles on windows.
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8.3.2.5 Craftsman

History and Character:

Th e Craftsman style home evolved from the late 

19th century American Arts and Crafts move-

ment. Th ese moderately detailed buildings are 

characterized by the use of handcrafted architec-

tural elements and details. Broad open porch-

es, low sloping roofs, deep overhangs, multiple 

gables, trellis features, oversized fi rst fl oor win-

dows, expressive trim, rafters, brackets, and wood 

columns with masonry bases characterize the 

Craftsman style.

Massing:

• Horizontal proportions simple massing often 

asymmetrical at the second level.

General Materials:

• Simple roof lines with wide projecting gables.

• Covered entry and roofed porches.

• Deep, broad porch elements.

• Expressive structural elements such as rafters, 

posts, and columns.

• Use of wood, stone or brick at porch 

columns typical.

• A mixture of materials such as stucco, stone, 

brick and shingle siding.

• Asymmetrical window and door 

compositions.

Roof Materials and Forms:

• Predominantly low-pitched gabled roofs, oc-

casional hipped or shed roofs.

• Shallow-pitched roofs with deep overhangs.

• Roof dormers.

• Flat concrete tile or architectural grade as-

phalt shingle.

• Variation of the gable roof (i.e.: cross gable).

Detail Elements:

• Large gables

• Low pitch roofs with fl at concrete tile.

• Windows with accent mullions.

• Exposed rafters and outlookers, triangular 

knee brace.

• Decorative gable vent detail.

• Decorative porch supports and railings.

• Transomed Windows.
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• Porches that extend length of the front 

elevation.

• Stone and brick veneer.

Roof Materials and Forms:

• Medium roof pitch with pitched roof dormer.

• Shallow roof pitch used over the porch.

• Flat concrete roof tile.

• Dormers reinforce symmetrical elevations.

• Bay windows and shed roofed elements 

added to simple building forms.

• Cupolas, weather vanes and other decorative 

roof ornamentations.

Detail Elements:

• Symmetrical or centered entry feature.

• Shutters accented with color.

• Columns at entries and porches.

• Roof dormers.

• Stooped porches.

8.3.2.6 Traditional

History and Character:

Th e Traditional style is based on classical design 

principles established the American Colonial 

period and interpreted or blended with the 

Prairie and Bungalow regional styles. Massing 

is horizontal in appearance with vertical pro-

portioned windows and door surrounds. Front 

porches are common. Th e houses are composed 

of simple forms with centered entry elements 

over the front door.

Massing:

• Simple, symmetrical massing.

• Typical two story rectangular masses 

with added one-story elements such as 

porches forming more complex building 

confi gurations.

General Materials:

• Symmetrical and asymmetrical composition 

of doors and windows are common.

• Simple classical details such as columns.

• Siding or stucco with brick veneer accents.

• Front porches with wood columns and 

railings.
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8.3.2.7 Western Ranch

History and Character:

Th e Western Ranch style is reminiscent of 

the early ranchers and farmers of Southern 

California. Th e Ranch Style evolved regionally 

in response to available building materials and 

environmental considerations. Th e distinctive 

porch covered terrace elements are a natural re-

sponse to the temperate Southern California cli-

mate. Ranch style homes utilized simplifi ed ar-

chitectural details inspired by Spanish Colonial, 

Colonial and Monterey architecture.

Massing:

• Simple horizontal massing and 

rectilinear forms.

General Materials:

• Stucco, board and batten, and 

horizontal siding.

• Porches along front and rear elevations with 

a shallow roof break.

• Decorative shutters at windows.

• Wood window trim surrounds.

• Simple column and railing detailing.

• Substantial (8” x 8” min.) wood columns.

Roof Materials and Forms:

• Horizontal gable roofs with medium pitch 

and deep overhangs.

• Porches with shallow roof pitch.

• Gabled dormers.

Detail Elements:

• Corbeled wood columns.

• Heavy rafter elements.

• Simple accent shutters.

• Minimum 8” x 8” wood posts.
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8.4 MASSING PRINCIPLES

Th is section provides suggestions for creating 

neighborhoods and street scenes that have a va-

riety of building forms that are proportionate to 

a human-scale and inviting to the pedestrian.

General Elements:

Th e general elements of building massing 

include:

• Front Articulation.

• Rear Articulation.

• Garage Placement.

• Roof Form.

• Balconies and Projections.

• Building Off sets/Variable Setbacks.

Objectives:

• Incorporate single-story elements.

• Avoid large fl at two-story walls.

• Minimize two-story dominance on street 

scene, sidewalks and open spaces.

• Vary building setbacks along the street.

• Minimize visual impact of garages.

8.4.1 Front Articulation

Intent:

Th e front elevation of the home is an impor-

tant element in creating a quality community at 

Esperanza. Close attention will be placed on the 

elevations and how they address the streetscene. 

Emphasis on location and entry designs, living 

areas and garages will provide a special street 

appeal. Emphasis on a variety of building mass-

ing will create a diverse street scene.

Guidelines:

• Building massing should refl ect the architec-

tural style.

• Massing elements should project enough to 

avoid elevations that appear to be “tacked on.”

• Building details such as doors and win-

dows should be in proportion to the overall 

massing.

• Building form is encouraged to refl ect the in-

terior uses of the home.

• Front elevations for two-story homes should 

incorporate a single-story element.

• Recessed two-story elements should create 

human-scale buildings.

• All homes should have at least two plane 

variations (excluding the garage) in front el-

evation massing.

8.4.2 Rear Articulation

Intent:

Special attention shall be given to the design of 

those dwellings adjacent to, or in close prox-

imity of, major community roadways, common 

areas, open spaces, or entry features. Whether 

viewed from distant or close range, massing re-

quirements will be implemented to ensure posi-

tive community character in these conditions. 

Generally, repetitious elements such as similar 

building profi les and continuous gable ends are 

to be avoided.

Guidelines:

• Architectural massing and articulation should 

be consistent with the style of the home.

• Plans shall incorporate projections and/or 

off sets that extend from the main wall lane.

• Vertical and horizontal plane breaks are 

encouraged.

• Homes directly adjacent to arterial roadways, 

collector roads, entry drives, common areas, 

and open spaces should be given particular 

attention in their rear articulation,  contribut-

ing positively to these edges.
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8.5 GARAGE PLACEMENT

Intent:

Th e confi guration, location and orientation of 

the garage on the lot are integral design ele-

ments, both for the composition of the home 

and its contribution to the streetscene. De-

emphasizing the garage is important in order 

to maintain the overall community design. 

Emphasizing the living areas of the home as 

they address the street will achieve this goal.

Placing living areas forward promotes social in-

teraction and facilitates ‘eyes on the street’ for 

neighborhood security, while at the same time 

establishing neighborhood orientation to the pe-

destrian instead of the automobile.

Guidelines:

• Garage door patterns should vary among el-

evation types and reinforce the architectural 

theme of the home.

• Standard 3-car garage confi gurations are 

discouraged.

8.5.1 Garage Treatments

Th e home and the yard rather than the garage 

must be the primary emphasis of the elevation 

as seen from the street. Each plan shall incorpo-

rate one of the garage design techniques listed 

below and each parcel shall include at least two 

of these techniques to reduce the emphasis on 

the garage; and therefore, enhance the variable 

massing of the streetscene.

8.5.1.1 Shallow Recessed Garages

Setting the garage back a minimum of three 

feet in relationship to the front of the house/

or porch is intended to reduce the overall visual 

mass of the garage. Th e number of homes with 

shallow recess garage confi gurations shall be 

limited to 25% of the total number of units in 

each builder package. 

8.5.1.2 Mid or Deep Recessed Garages

Setting the garage back to the middle or rear 

of the lot. Th is design treatment is intended to 

expose more living space areas toward the street, 

further reducing the visual impact of the garage 

along the street.

8.5.1.3 Alley Loaded

Th e use of the alleyways locates garages off  a 

main loop road and creates a more traditional 

streetscene, with the fronts of the houses facing 

the street.

8.5.1.4 Split Garage

Th is treatment de-emphasizes the garage by 

reducing the length of the continuous door. 

Typically a one car garage and a one or two car 

garage are split to provide a variation in the ap-

pearance of the home. Th e single car garage el-

ements in this split condition may option into 

living space that further enhances the streetscene 

by replacing the garage door with windows.

8.5.1.5 Tandem Garage

Th is garage layout de-emphasizes the third 

garage by concealing it behind a standard two-

car garage condition. Th e tandem space is lo-

cated so that it may option into living space. 

Th e two car garage is typically either shallow or 

deeply recessed into the lot and incorporated 

into the architecture of the home.

8.5.2.6 Setbacks

A varied setback is encouraged along the street 

frontage. Refrain from strict  compliance to the 

minimum garage setback so as not to contrib-
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ute to a repetitious and monotonous appearance 

along the street.

Where garages are adjacent to one another at 

common property lines, a two-foot minimum 

diff erence in setbacks shall occur.

8.6 ACCESSORY STRUCTURES

Intent:

Accessory structures should be designed to re-

inforce the architectural style of the primary 

residence.

Guidelines:

• Detached structures, such as casitas, pool ca-

banas and guest quarters associated with the 

single-family lot shall be designed to match 

the style, detail, roof material/pitch and 

massing criteria of the primary home.

• Detached garages, storage buildings and out-

door sheds should incorporate design fea-

tures, materials and colors compatible with 

the primary home.

8.7 ROOF FORM/PITCH

Intent:

• Roof form is another important design el-

ement as it relates to the character of the 

community, observed from both the external 

edges and inside the neighborhood.

• Variety of roof form along streets creates a 

positive visual edge.

• Appropriate massing of roof forms helps to 

create human scale architecture to the street.

Guidelines:

• Roof forms/pitch should reinforce the archi-

tectural style of the homes.

• Roofs shall be composed of a series of simple 

roof forms.

• Primary roof forms should be gable or 

hip designs.

• Roofs shall vary in massing along street scene 

and open spaces.

• Changes in the primary roof (ridge) orienta-

tion are encouraged.

• Flat roof elements should be minimized and 

incorporated only if appropriate to the archi-

tectural style.

8.8 BALCONIES AND PROJECTIONS

Intent:

As part of the overall design of a two-story 

dwelling, balconies and projections provide relief 

and interest at the second story. Balcony projec-

tions shall be consistent with the architectural 

character of the home. Additionally, these ele-

ments create ideal outdoor spaces.

8.9 BUILDING OFFSETS/
VARIABLE SETBACKS

Intent:

Quality neighborhood design orients the ‘living’ 

areas of the home towards the street. To encour-

age this orientation, alternative setbacks are al-

lowed for living areas as measured from the back 

of walk.

Th e development standards for each planning 

area/home type including building setbacks 

are established by the Esperanza Specifi c Plan. 

Additionally, building off sets or variable setbacks 

for both living and garages are encouraged to 

create variety in street scenes.

Guidelines:

• Setbacks shall be appropriate and propor-

tionate to the housing type and lot size.

• Front setback should be varied along the 

street. A front off set of a minimum of two 
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feet (2’) is encouraged between the front 

walls of adjacent homes.

• Edge conditions such as homes backing to 

collector roads and back-to-back homes 

should incorporate variable rear setbacks to 

create variety.

8.10 MATERIALS AND DETAILS

Architectural materials and detailing are cen-

tral elements to creating quality communities. 

Appropriate focus should be given to the archi-

tectural details and the design of the details and 

architectural elements of the home.

General Elements:

Th e general elements comprising the materials 

and details of a building are:

• Wall Materials/Finishes.

• Doors and Windows.

• Roofi ng Materials and Slope.

• Fascias, Eaves and Rakes.

• Accent Materials.

• Exterior Colors.

8.10.1 Wall Materials/Finishes

Approved Materials:

• Board and batten siding.

• Cement plank siding.

• Stucco

• Exposed masonry walls (brick, slump 

block, etc.)

• Stone, brick, brick veneers (accent materials).

Approved Finishes:

• Stucco fi nishes appropriate to the architec-

tural style of the home.

• Smooth or sand fi nishes are encouraged. 

Heavy or Spanish Lace stucco fi nishes are 

prohibited.

Guidelines:

• Building materials should refl ect the archi-

tectural style of the home.

• Siding materials should be wrapped beyond 

front elevations and should terminate at an 

inside corner or extend to the location of the 

lateral fence.

• Masonry elements and accents should refl ect 

building forms and not appear as an applied 

veneer.

• Footings shall be exposed no higher than six 

inches (6”) above fi nished grade.

8.10.2 Accent Materials

Accent materials promote individuality in each 

home and ensure diverse character within the 

neighborhood. Accents can be used to reinforce 

the architectural theme of the home.

Guidelines:

• Accent materials should complement the 

overall color and style of the home.

• Accent materials shall terminate at inside 

corners and be wrapped to coincide with an 

architectural element.

• Accent materials may terminate at location 

of the lateral fence or at logical end.

• Architectural trim applied to all elevations 

should be consistent with front elevation of 

the home.

8.10.3 Doors and Windows

Th e design and detail of the doors and windows 

on a home reinforce the architectural style and 

are key elements in the composition of the exte-

rior elevation of the home.
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Guidelines:

• Door designs shall be consistent with the ar-

chitectural style of the home.

• Doors should be protected by porch elements 

or recessed entries.

• Garage and entry door design shall be appro-

priate to the style of the home.

• Maximum garage door height shall be eight 

feet (8’).

• Garage doors should be recessed a minimum 

of twelve inches (12”) from building plane.

• Alignment and proportions of windows shall 

be appropriate to the architectural style of 

the home.

• All windows (including garage door win-

dows) are to be consistent with the architec-

tural style of the home.

• Divided light windows are encouraged in 

keeping with the architectural style.

• Highly refl ective glazing is not permitted.

• Window details such as shutters, trim sur-

rounds, window boxes and window recesses 

are encouraged in keeping with the architec-

tural style.

8.10.4 Roofi ng Materials and Details

Roofi ng materials as well as roof forms, pitch 

and design details are integral elements that 

reinforce the intended architectural style of 

the home.

Proposed roofs should be refl ective of the archi-

tectural style of the home.

Attention should be given to address the context 

of the roof of each home relative to the adjacent 

homes along the street.

Approved Roofi ng Materials:

(Subject to compatibility with the intended ar-

chitectural style)

• Concrete tile (fl at or curved profi le)

• Clay tile

• Slate

• High profi le composition shingle 

(3-Dimensional)

Prohibited Roof Materials:

• Wood Shake

• Wood Shingle

• Low Profi le Asphalt Composition

• Corrugated Metal

Guidelines:

• Roof materials and roof pitches need to be 

selected to reinforce the architectural style.

• Standing seam metal roofs painted in non-

refl ective neutral colors are allowed in appro-

priate architectural styles.

• Avoid repetition in continuous gable-ends 

and similar ridge heights.

• Skylights are not allowed on the sloped roofs 

of the front elevations of the building.

8.10.5 Roof Options

8.10.5.1 Eaves, Fascias and Rakes

Guidelines:

• Eave, fascia and rake proportions are to be 

appropriate to the architectural style.

• Larger eave overhangs provide opportunities 

for shading and should be used in appropri-

ate architectural styles.

• Exposed rafter tails shall be a minimum of 

four inches (4”) in thickness.
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• Wood fascias and rafters shall be painted or 

stained to reinforce the style of  the home.

• Attention shall be given to rake return detail.

8.10.5.2 Color

Intent:

Home colors are important to establishing a 

blended community at Esperanza, yet they 

should give the impression that each home was 

designed on its own. 

Appropriate color selections make each home 

unique, but still look natural and in place in the 

neighborhood context.

Guidelines:

• Diversity of color is encouraged.

• Color shall contribute to distinguishing the 

overall architectural style of the home.

• Colors should refl ect the natural hues found 

in Southern California.

• Color and hue variation in adjacent homes 

shall be provided to create neighborhood  

diversity.

8.10.6 Additional Design Elements

Intent:

Design elements that are utilitarian in nature 

should be designed as integral features that sup-

port the intended architectural style.

Guidelines:

• Exposed gutters and downspouts shall match 

roof or wall color.

• Faux copper patina is acceptable.

• Rooftop mechanical equipment is prohibited.

• Air conditioning/heating equipment shall 

be screened from the street and neighboring 

views and shall be ground mounted.

• Pool, spa, and water softening equipment 

shall be screened from neighboring views.

• Meters shall be screened from public view to 

the extent possible.

8.11 HOME TYPES

A variety of housing types, utilizing an 

architectural program composed of detached and 

attached housing, are off ered at Esperanza. Th is 

diversity ensures a range of choices and a mix of 

homes within each neighborhood. Residences 

ranging from attached row townhomes and 

motorcourt townhome/condominiums to alley 

loaded and traditional single family homes along 

with innovative home types such as “two-pack” 

homes and courtyard homes, shall be articulated 

in traditional architectural styles. Providing a 

variety of housing programs allows homeowners 

the opportunity to move-up within the 

community as their lifestyles and needs change 

over time.

All project sites shall be designed to meet all the 

Integrated Waste Department’s requirements, 

including the requirements for Sizing of Storage, 

Locations of Collection Area, Accessibility for 

Collection Vehicles and Collection of Sorted/

Diverted Waste Types.1

Th e following pages provide graphic and 

written information that describes the general 

appearance of each anticipated home type. 

Future homebuilders within Esperanza should 

use these descriptive pages as a guide when 

designing the home type designated for the 

appropriate planning area.
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8.11.1 ROW Townhomes

2 
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Row Townhomes
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8.11.2 Cottage Single Family Homes
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Cottage Single Family Homes
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8.11.3 Motorcourt Homes
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Motorcourt Townhomes
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8.11.4 6-Pack Courtyard Single Family Homes

3 
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6-Pack Courtyard 
Single Family Homes
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8.11.5 4-Pack Courtyard Single Family Homes
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4-Pack Courtyard 
Single Family Homes
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8.11.6 50 Foot Wide Lots (40’ Wide Homes)

50 FOOT WIDE LOTS
(40’ WIDE HOMES)
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50 FOOT WIDE LOTS
(40’ WIDE HOMES)
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8.11.8 55 Foot Wide Lots (45’ Wide Homes)

55 FOOT WIDE LOTS
(45’ WIDE HOMES)
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55 FOOT WIDE LOTS
(45’ WIDE HOMES)
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8.11.9 2-Pack Single Family Homes
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Endnotes

 1 Revised per OMUC 

 2 Revised selected area to include PA-4 

 3 Revised map, removed PA 4 from 6-Pack 


